
 

 

 

 

 

Four Speed Conversion for Traction 

Foreword by Rob Little. 

The following is a compilation of articles and drawings written for Front Drive 
and TOC. 

Front Drive authors are Peter Hughan, Bill Graham and Jack Weaver, TOC 
author is Roger Williams. These articles were originally printed in Front Drive, 
volume 12, no 3, September/October 1988, volume 12, no 4, 
November/December 1988 and volume 13, no 1, Autumn 1989. They were re-
printed in 2009 in volume 33, no’s 6, 7 and 8. 

These represent commonly used methods of achieving this transplant but are 
not the only way to carry out this modification. Recent developments by other 
members have seen the gearshift successfully controlled down the LH side of 
the engine and most notably the conversion by Warren Seidel that has the 
gearshift controlled by only one shaft. Other efforts by John Beswick in S.A. has 
seen the overall width of the modified transmission reduced by a further 
20mm, not much perhaps but in a narrow bodied Light 15 every reduction is 
gratefully accepted. The main stumbling block for this conversion lies in the 
manufacture of output shafts, to do this two at a time is costly, a few years ago 
the club undertook the manufacture of ten sets, most were snapped up by 
members but contact the Spare Parts Officer if you are interested as there may 
still be some left, these were made from a solid billet of steel which is the best 
method as outlined in the later article by Roger Williams.  
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